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Abstract
High-performance transaction processing needs to sched-
ule numerous requests from the network. However, such
request scheduling comes with costs of complex informa-
tion gathering and considerable computation. We observe
that emerging SmartNICs pose opportunities for transaction
scheduling with low overhead. In this paper, we propose Al-
NiCo, which leverages SmartNICs to intelligently schedule
incoming transaction requests to CPU cores, minimizing inter-
transaction contention with low latency. AlNiCo describes
the contention according to system states in a way that Smart-
NICs can efficiently process, and co-designs hardware and
software to enable flexible and adaptive scheduling. We im-
plement AlNiCo using FPGA-equipped Innova-2 SmartNICs,
and our evaluation shows that AlNiCo boosts the throughput
by 1.30× ∼ 2.68× and reduces the latency by up to 48.8%.

1 Introduction

Transaction processing is a critical building block for many
applications such as e-commerce and the stock exchange.
Over the last few years, two trends in transaction process-
ing stand out. First, network bandwidth has improved sig-
nificantly, enabling a surge of transaction requests from the
network. Second, modern servers are equipped with numer-
ous CPU cores, providing abundant computing capacity for
transaction processing [1–4]. These two trends together pose a
crucial problem: how to schedule each individual transaction
request to the most appropriate CPU core? Using a sophisti-
cated scheduler for transaction processing can mitigate lots
of inter-transaction contention (i.e., two transactions concur-
rently access the same record, and at least one performs a
write), reducing transaction aborts/blocking and thus boosting
system throughput.

There are two setbacks in realizing efficient transaction
scheduling. First, it is hard to gather necessary information
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for scheduling in consideration of cost-efficiency. This is be-
cause the transaction system is intricate: each request contains
a write/read-set with multiple records, and different records
have different degrees of hotness [5–7] and affinities. The hot-
ness and affinity are dynamic: for example, in the live selling
platform of Kuaishou, product popularity changes over time
due to the behavioral uncertainty of users. Second, transaction
scheduling incurs considerable computation overhead. For an
incoming request, to calculate which CPU core it executes
on causes the least contention, the scheduler has to consume
computation cycles that are proportional to the number of
CPU cores and the request’s write/read-set size.

We observe that exploiting emerging SmartNICs [8, 9] can
enable efficient transaction scheduling for two reasons. First,
every transaction request/response flows through NICs, so
they are the natural place to gather information about schedul-
ing. Second, transaction scheduling requires considerable
computation, and SmartNICs are equipped with specialized
programmable hardware (e.g., FPGAs), which is adept in fine-
grained parallelism. Thus, SmartNICs can serve numerous
concurrent scheduling tasks with low latency.

It is non-trivial to design transaction scheduling using
SmartNICs. First, we need to describe inter-transaction con-
tention in a hardware-friendly manner so as to squeeze out the
parallelism capabilities of the specialized hardware in Smart-
NICs. Second, it is impossible for SmartNICs to perform all
scheduling tasks since CPU-side transaction software owns
important information about transaction execution, e.g., the
abort rate, which is indispensable for scheduling. Thus, to
enable effective transaction scheduling, SmartNICs should
cooperate with upper-level transaction software.

We propose AlNiCo, a transaction processing system with
on-NIC request scheduling. At the core of AlNiCo is a
SmartNIC-accelerated contention-aware scheduler; it sched-
ules incoming transaction requests to different CPU cores in-
telligently, minimizing contention between transactions with
low latency.

To describe the inter-transaction contention in a hardware-
friendly manner, we first classify system runtime states into
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Figure 1: The architectures of networked transaction systems (a-d). (a): A system without scheduling. (b): A system using
the static data partitioning method. (c): A system using the batching-based scheduling method. (d): AlNiCo.

three types: 1) request state, i.e., the set of records accessed
by a request and the associated access modes (read and write);
2) worker state, i.e., the set of requests being executed by the
worker thread on each CPU core; 3) global state, i.e., work-
load characteristics such as hotspots. Then, we encode the
above three types of states into compact vectors and translate
contention calculation into fast vector computation on Smart-
NICs. For an incoming request, to calculate its contention
against different CPU cores, the scheduler compares the re-
quest state and each worker’s worker state, with the global
state as the weight. We optimize the calculation process via
fine-grained parallelism, ensuring low scheduling latency.

To enable adaptive scheduling for time-varying applica-
tions, AlNiCo adopts a feedback mechanism from the upper-
level transaction software to the SmartNICs. Specifically, soft-
ware in AlNiCo periodically samples the global state as the
scheduling guideline and updates the on-NIC scheduler by
flexible hardware/software interfaces. In this way, AlNiCo
can handle dynamic workloads in which hotspots change over
time. In addition, via the generalized feedback mechanism,
AlNiCo can support various concurrency control protocols.

We implement AlNiCo with Mellanox Innova-2 [8], a
SmartNIC equipped with an FPGA. The evaluation shows
that AlNiCo reduces the abort rate by contention-aware
transaction scheduling. AlNiCo boosts the throughput by
1.30× ∼ 2.68× than the original system with various con-
currency control protocols. In addition, compared with ex-
isting static data partitioning methods, AlNiCo can handle
time-varying and skewed workloads; compared with batching-
based scheduling methods, AlNiCo schedules requests in real-
time and renders latency two orders of magnitude lower.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• A SmartNIC-enabled contention-aware transaction sched-
uler that offers low overhead by exploiting the acceleration
provided by the FPGA.

• AlNiCo, a transaction processing system based on the
scheduler, supporting various concurrency control proto-
cols and time-varying workloads.

• An AlNiCo prototype on real hardware, exhibiting higher
throughput, lower latency, and less abort rate.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Contention-aware Scheduling

In an in-memory single-server transaction system, as shown
in Figure 1 (a), the NIC receives transaction requests and dis-
patches them to worker threads. Each transaction request of-
ten includes multiple write/read operations to the in-memory
records. Worker threads execute transactions using various
concurrency control protocols to guarantee transaction isola-
tion. However, concurrent transactions are more likely to be
aborted or blocked when there is contention (i.e., two trans-
actions concurrently access the same record, and at least one
performs a write). Aborts result in costly retries, and blocking
may be cascaded, both of which degrade performance [3].
Therefore, the transaction system needs to minimize con-
tention among concurrent transactions [10–22]. Designing a
contention-aware scheduler that schedules conflicting trans-
actions to the same worker threads is meaningful. However,
there is an accuracy-overhead trade-off in designing it.

Accuracy-overhead trade-off. A high-accuracy scheduler
can assist the majority of requests in selecting an appropriate
(i.e., with less contention) worker thread to execute on. To
achieve such accuracy, the scheduler incurs much computa-
tion overhead. Unlike single-key get/put requests in key-value
stores, transaction requests are more sophisticated, containing
multiple operations (reads, writes, and range queries) to mul-
tiple records. The packet steering method [23, 24] based on
RSS [25] or Flow Director [26], which embeds a single key
in the packet header as the request dispatching information,
is no longer effective for transaction requests. Furthermore,
the records have different degrees of hotness (i.e., a small set
of records are accessed frequently) and affinities (i.e., two
records are often accessed together). The hotness and affinity
are also constantly changing. As a result, contention-aware
scheduling is time-consuming and induces high overhead for
high accuracy.

2.2 Existing Scheduling Methods

We revisit two transaction scheduling methods and show their
choices in the accuracy-overhead trade-off.
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Static data partitioning method. As shown in Figure 1 (b),
recent studies [10–12] maintain a data partition scheme, i.e.,
a mapping from records to worker threads. Clients know the
partition scheme and send transactions directly to worker
threads without scheduling. Then, each worker thread ex-
ecutes the transactions that access records in a single par-
tition sequentially. Further, Jepsen et al. [15, 16] use a pro-
grammable switch to triage transactions belonging to different
data partitions before sending them to the database server.

This method is effective for partitionable workloads where
transactions tend to access records in a single partition be-
cause it has no scheduling overhead under such workloads.
However, this method sacrifices the accuracy for two types
of workloads: Ê workloads that do not have a good parti-
tion scheme and Ë workloads whose record affinities and
degrees of hotness are constantly changing. In the first type
of workloads, many transactions are cross-partition. These
transactions require synchronization between worker threads
to access remote partitions. In the second type of workloads,
the partition scheme needs to be updated to follow workload
changes. Recent studies all use offline computation on work-
load traces to generate the partition scheme; therefore, this
method can not react to the changes in workloads in time and
introduces load imbalance when hotspots change.
Batching-based scheduling method. As shown in Fig-
ure 1 (c), in this method, worker threads collect a batch of
transactions and divide the batch into n groups (n is the
worker thread count), intending to minimize contention be-
tween groups. After that, each worker thread executes a trans-
action group with almost no contention. Specifically, recent
studies on this method [18–21] use a graph partition algo-
rithm that treats transactions as nodes, contention between
them as edges, and transaction groups as sub-graphs.

This method is adaptive and can react to changes in work-
loads. Moreover, it avoids load imbalance by guaranteeing
even grouping (i.e., high accuracy). However, it introduces
high latency for batching (i.e., high overhead). For example,
in a state-of-the-art system, Strife [21], the batch size is 10K,
which adds about 5ms latency for requests. This is insuffer-
able for in-memory transaction systems [22] which usually
have microsecond-level latency.

2.3 Scheduling with SmartNICs
We observe that exploiting emerging SmartNICs (as shown
in Figure 1 (d)) is promising to break the accuracy-overhead
trade-off due to the following two advantages.

First, every transaction request/response flows through the
NIC, so the NIC is the natural place to implement a scheduler,
which can route packets to any worker thread and keep track
of running/queuing transactions on each worker thread. Then,
with this piece of information, NICs have an opportunity
to make accurate and adaptive scheduling decisions. Recent
studies [23,27–29] leverage the NIC as a scheduler to dispatch
key-value requests, addressing the load imbalance or head-of-

line blocking problems. However, they do not take transaction
semantics into consideration.

Second, FPGA-equipped SmartNICs can perform lots of
computation to generate accurate scheduling decisions with
low latency. FPGA-equipped SmartNICs allow users to cus-
tomize network processing logic. Also, the FPGA modules
can reduce scheduling overhead with hardware acceleration
instead of amortizing it by batching transactions. Recent stud-
ies [30–36] also show that packet manipulation processes
with data/pipeline parallelism (i.e., encryption and serializa-
tion) are suitable to be offloaded to the FPGA modules on
SmartNICs. Such offloading can accelerate networking and
relieve the host-side CPU/memory burdens.

FPGA-equipped SmartNICs can be divided into two cate-
gories, on-path and off-path, as shown on the right of Figure 1.
They vary in the connection architecture between the FPGA
and other NIC components. In an on-path SmartNIC, the
FPGA is located between network ports and the NIC ASIC.
In this type of SmartNICs, the FPGA modules need to process
all link-layer network traffic, complicating the FPGA logic.
Contrarily, in an off-path SmartNIC, the NIC ASIC is the
same as that of a standard NIC, and packets are routed to
either the host or the FPGA by an on-board PCIe switch. We
use an off-path SmartNIC, Mellanox Innova-2 [8], so that we
can focus on the scheduling logic while leaving sophisticated
network functions (e.g., reliable delivery and ordering) to the
full-fledged NIC ASIC.

Mellanox Innova-2 [8] has a ConnectX-5 NIC ASIC and
a Xilinx XCKU15P FPGA. It has two 25Gbps ports and
uses PCIe 3.0 ×8 to connect the NIC ASIC, the FPGA,
and the CPU. The CPU communicates with the FPGA via
MMIO (memory-mapped IO) or the FPGA’s DMA engine.
The ConnectX-5 NIC ASIC supports RDMA (remote direct
memory access), through which remote clients can read/write
the server’s memory while bypassing the server’s CPUs.

Challenges of transaction scheduling with SmartNICs. It
is non-trivial to design a transaction scheduler using Smart-
NICs due to the following challenges: 1) The FPGA is adept
in fixed and simple execution flows. We need to describe com-
plicated inter-transaction contention in a hardware-friendly
manner to squeeze out the FPGA’s parallelism capabilities.
2) Worker threads have important information about trans-
action execution, e.g., abort rate, which is indispensable for
scheduling. Thus, to enable effective transaction scheduling,
worker threads should gather this information as feedback
to adjust the scheduler. 3) Transaction systems use various
concurrency control protocols and face various workloads;
however, the FPGA redesign is costly. It is difficult for an
application-specific FPGA-based scheduler to support vari-
ous transaction systems [37, 38]. To be generalized for all
transaction systems, the scheduler design (e.g., request for-
mat, scheduling algorithm, and feedback interfaces) should
not encode any application-specific characteristics.
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Figure 2: A scheduling-enabled RPC with SmartNICs.

3 AlNiCo

3.1 Overview
To reduce the inter-transaction contention and break
the accuracy-overhead trade-off, we propose AlNiCo, a
SmartNIC-accelerated contention-aware request scheduler.
AlNiCo uses hardware acceleration of the FPGA for low over-
head and provides generalized software feedback interfaces
for high accuracy.

Transaction systems typically provide a stored procedure
interface, where each type of transaction is compiled into
a procedure, and clients issue transactions via remote pro-
cedure calls (RPCs). To achieve request scheduling, Smart-
NICs need to parse the procedure parameters and then de-
tect inter-transaction contention. However, the parameters are
application-specific, including keys that the transaction will
access, the access modes (read/write), the values that the trans-
action will write, and so on. The format of the parameters
also varies across applications.

Therefore, in order to support diverse applications with-
out encoding application-specific properties, we include a
fixed-form header in each request. Clients need to convert the
parameters into the fixed-form header. We call this the request
feature vector. Scheduling also needs the information on run-
ning/queuing transactions in worker threads and workload
characteristics. AlNiCo encodes them in a hardware-friendly
manner and leverages the data and pipeline parallelisms of
the FPGA to make scheduling decisions (§3.2).

We design a scheduling-enabled RPC with SmartNICs
as the communication mechanism between clients and the
server, allowing the FPGA to receive requests and schedule
them. Figure 2 describes its workflow. The server maintains a
data buffer on the host memory and a feature vector buffer on
the FPGA. To issue a transaction, the client sends the data (Ê)
and the feature vector (Ë) to their respective buffers via two
one-sided RDMA writes posted together. AlNiCo’s scheduler
(on the FPGA) polls the feature vector buffers to determine
the arrival of new requests. The scheduler then selects the
most appropriate worker thread based on the request’s feature
vector, the runtime states of worker threads, and the workload
characteristics. After making the scheduling decision, the

scheduler notifies the selected worker thread via writing its
receive completion queue (CQ) (Ì). The CQ entry includes
only the address of request data but not the feature vector.
Since RDMA enforces ordered writes, after reading a new
CQ entry (Í), the worker thread can get the completed data
from the RPC data buffers. The worker thread then executes
the transaction and replies to the client via a normal RDMA
write (Î).

To make the scheduler adaptive to workload changes, Al-
NiCo employs a software feedback mechanism (§3.3). It al-
lows the software to use information about transaction exe-
cution (e.g., records that cause transactions to be aborted) to
guide the scheduler. The feedback interface is generalized
for various concurrency control protocols and different work-
loads. The FPGA fetches the feedback periodically via DMA
reads outside the critical path.

3.2 Accelerated Scheduling on The Hardware
To describe the inter-transaction contention and schedule
transactions in a hardware-friendly manner, we identify three
types of states for scheduling: request state (§3.2.1), worker
state (§3.2.2), and global state (§3.2.3). We then encode the
states into compact vectors and translate the scheduling algo-
rithm into the fast vector computation, which is well-suited
for the FPGA (§3.2.4).

3.2.1 Request state

AlNiCo uses the request state to describe the resources re-
quired by a transaction. Clients embed the complex param-
eters of a transaction request into a request feature vector.
Specifically, each feature vector ( ~freq) has L elements1. We
use a mapping function to divide all records into L groups.
Each element in the vector represents whether the transaction
will access the corresponding group of records. The mapping
function is the same in all clients. To generate the feature vec-
tor, clients enumerate the keys2 in the request parameters and
set the corresponding elements. Each element can be encoded
into either 1-bit or 2-bit element. A 1-bit element describes
two access modes: no operation and access (read or write).
A 2-bit element describes three access modes: no operation,
read, and write, having better expressibility but consuming
more space. The scheduler can use the feature vectors of re-
quests to estimate whether contention exists between them.
For example, if two requests set the same element in their
feature vectors, these two requests might have contention.
The mapping function for generating feature vectors. The
mapping function is used to select a group for a given key.
Clients use a hash function to calculate a hash value (v) for
each key and use v % L as the group number. Due to hash colli-
sions, clients might map two different keys to the same group.

1All vectors have a length of L in this paper.
2The primary keys of records.
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To reduce the negative impact of hash collisions, AlNiCo im-
poses two requirements (R) on the mapping function. First,
transaction systems manage records with different seman-
tics in different tables (e.g., the CUSTOMER table and the
ORDER_LINE table in TPC-C) and access records through
〈table_id, key〉. Therefore, clients should map the keys of
different tables into different groups (R1). For example, if
an application has two tables, the mapping function maps
the keys of one table to L2 groups and maps the keys in the
other table to the other L2 groups. Second, because different
tables can have different sizes (i.e., numbers of records), the
number of groups of a table should be proportional to its size
(R2). We test the CDF of the mapping collisions between
New-order transactions in TPC-C, as shown in Figure 3. The
mapping function with these two requirements reduces the
mapping collisions compared with the simple uniform ran-
dom hash. Note that when the table count is large, all tables
should instead share the feature space since there are not
enough elements in the feature vector.
Discussion. There are two corner cases worth discussing
when describing the request state.
How to handle data growth. In our current design, the feature
vector length L and the key-to-feature mapping function are
static at runtime. When the amount of data grows, AlNiCo
does not need to increase L correspondingly in most cases.
This is because the determinant of mapping collisions is the
amount of hot data instead of the data in the entire system;
only a small amount of data is accessed frequently. However,
if changing L or the mapping function is a must (e.g., when
the hotspot size changes significantly), AlNiCo can reload the
on-NIC scheduler with the new configuration (which takes
4.18ms on Innova-2 in our evaluation). In that case, clients
also need to update the new configuration.
How to describe pre-unknown keys. Clients specify most of
the keys of the records that a transaction will access in the
request’s parameters. However, some keys are pre-unknown
and can only be determined through transaction execution. To
describe the required resources for these transactions more
accurately, AlNiCo employs the following two speculative
optimizations. First, for transactions containing range queries,
clients randomly generate the keys in the ranges and set the
corresponding elements of the request feature vector. Second,
for transactions that access records via non-primary keys, the
client maintains a secondary-index cache, which maps each
non-primary key to a set of primary keys, to determine the
records that those transactions will access.

no op read write read & write
request feature vector ~freq 00 10 01 01
worker feature vector ~fw 00 01 11 11

Table 1: Encoding of read and write modes.

3.2.2 Worker state

AlNiCo uses the worker state to describe the resources that
are being or will be accessed by worker threads. Each worker
thread has different running/queuing transactions. Therefore,
a state of the i-th worker thread is the union of the feature
vectors of its running/queuing transactions. We call it the
worker feature vector ( ~fwi

for the i-th worker). This vector
has the same format as the request feature vector. Further,
to allow worker threads to steer requests actively, AlNiCo
introduces the other worker state, called the worker steering
vector. Each worker thread maintains a steering vector with
1-bit elements ( ~swi for the i-th worker). Worker threads can
set their steering vectors via the software feedback interface,
which is described in detail in §3.3.2.
How to describe the contention. AlNiCo uses the bitwise
AND (&) operation to describe the contention between a new
request and the running/queuing requests in a worker. When
the element in the feature vector is 1-bit, AlNiCo encodes
request features and worker features in the same way, where
1 represents access (read or write) and 0 represents no opera-
tion. The AND operation between request features and worker
features estimates all concurrent accesses to the same group.
When the element is 2-bit, AlNiCo encodes the access modes
in request features and worker features in different ways, as
shown in Table 1. The result of AND operation between the
request features and the worker features describes read/write
and write/write accesses to the same group as contention.
How to maintain worker feature vectors. The scheduler
maintains a feature vector queue (FVQ) for each worker. The
FVQ stores the feature vectors of the worker’s running/queu-
ing requests ( ~freq), in the same order as the requests in the
worker’s CQ. The new worker feature vector is recalculated
on adding/deleting an ~freq to/from the worker’s FVQ. Specifi-
cally, for each worker, the scheduler keeps two counter vectors.
A counter vector counts the number of read requests on dif-
ferent groups, and the other vector counts the write requests.
When a request is added/deleted, the scheduler updates the
counter vectors and then converts them to the aforementioned
worker feature vector with the FPGA’s parallelism.

When a request completes, the scheduler needs to remove
its feature vector from the FVQ. One naive method is to let
the worker thread notify the scheduler after executing the
request. However, it requires an additional MMIO operation,
which may slow down the system. AlNiCo designs a lazy
updating mechanism. Specifically, the scheduler will check
the completed requests only when the scheduler pushes a new
request to a worker’s CQ. This can be done efficiently through
the FPGA’s DMA without invoking the CPU.
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State of Name Format Maintainer
request feature: ~freq vector: 2-bit × L client

worker feature: ~fw vector: 2-bit × L scheduler
steering: ~sw vector: 1-bit × L

worker thread
global weight: ~W vector: 8-bit × L

worker-set table type→ worker set

Table 2: The states used for making scheduling decisions.

3.2.3 Global state

AlNiCo uses the global state to describe workload character-
istics. Real-world applications have skewed access patterns,
where some records are accessed frequently (i.e., hotspots).
These hot records are the main source of contention. There-
fore, in AlNiCo, one of the global states is the weight vector.
Each element in the vector has 8 bits and is the weight of a
group. The element actually represents the total sum hotness
of the keys in a group. To make our scheduler adaptive to
hotspot changes, the weight vector is dynamically updated by
the software, and the feedback interface is detailed in §3.3.1.

The other global state is the worker-set table, which stores
a set of worker threads for each request type. The scheduler
selects a worker only from each request type’s worker set. This
is used to avoid the head-of-line blocking for long-running
requests, which is described in detail in §3.3.3.

3.2.4 Making scheduling decisions

As summarized in Table 2, states are formatted in vectors with
length L, except for the global worker-set table. Therefore, the
scheduler can use fast vector computation to make scheduling
decisions. For each new request, the scheduler performs the
following three steps.
Step#1. The scheduler searches the worker-set table to get
the set of workers for this type of transaction.
Step#2. For each worker, the scheduler calculates a con-
tention rank (rankwi for the i-th worker) between the new
request and the running/queuing requests in the worker. The
contention rank is calculated using the following formula:

rankwi =
(
sign ( ~freq AND ~fwi

) AND ~swi

)
DOT ~W

Here we assume elements in steering vectors ( ~swi) are 1.
When each element in feature vector is 2-bit, AlNiCo needs
the sign function to transform the result of ( ~freq AND ~fwi

) to a
vector with 1-bit elements for later calculations. If the input is
greater than 0, the result of the sign function is 1, otherwise it
is 0. This result ~resi

3 represents the same groups accessed by
the new request ( ~freq) and the i-th worker’s running/queuing
requests ( ~fwi

). The contention rank of the i-th worker is the
weighted sum (~W) of ~resi.

3We denote the results of sign ( ~freq AND ~fwi
) AND ~swi as ~resi.
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Figure 4: Hardware acceleration for scheduling.

Step#3. The scheduler selects the worker with the highest
contention rank among n workers4 to route the request.
Hardware acceleration. We leverage the FPGA to accelerate
the scheduling calculation, including the AND (&) and DOT
PRODUCT (·) to compute the contention rank of each worker,
and the MAX to select a worker with the highest rank.

(1) We leverage the FPGA data parallelism to calculate all
bits simultaneously during the AND operation.

(2) Because each element in ~resi is 1-bit, the DOT PRODUCT
operation between ~resi and ~W is actually a summation op-
eration, which adds a weight value into the sum only if the
corresponding bit in ~resi is 1. We optimize the summation
via a binary tree reduction algorithm. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 4, the reduction algorithm executes the + operation in
parallel using many computation units. Each unit adds two
values in the L inputs, and then the L2 results become new
inputs. It repeats this process until there is only one result left.
This algorithm only needs to execute log2 L times but uses L2
computation units. To save the computation units, we trade
memory consumption. Because the weight vector is period-
ically updated, it is constant for a period. The FPGA stores
the results of the DOT PRODUCT between different ~resi and the
constant ~W in advance. However, ~resi has 2L cases, and it is
impractical to store all results. Therefore, we divide ~resi into
L
8 segments. Each segment includes 8 bits and has 28 = 256
results. There are L8 ×28 results in total, small enough to be
stored in the FPGA’s memory. The FPGA still uses the reduc-
tion algorithm to compute the sum of these segments’ results.
Storing segment result trades the memory for reducing the
number of computation units from L

2 to L
16 .

(3) The MAX operation is to find the highest value among
n values. As shown in Figure 4, the FPGA uses the MAX
reduction algorithm, which requires only log2 n steps.

These hardware optimizations are leveraged to reduce the
overhead of making accurate scheduling decisions.

3.3 Adaptive Feedback from The Software
To make the scheduler adaptive to the changes in workload
characteristics, AlNiCo allows the software to set the follow-
ing three states: the weight vector ~W (§3.3.1), the workers’
steering vectors ~sw (§3.3.2), and the worker-set table (§3.3.3).
AlNiCo provides generalized feedback interfaces to worker
threads and uses a lightweight analyzer thread to update the

4We denote n as the worker count in the following paper.
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1 void hotness_feedback(i: worker id, key){
2 hotness[i][hash(key)]++;
3 }
4

5 void affinity_feedback(group_A, group_B){
6 set_affinity(group_A, group_B)
7 }
8

9 void worker_set_feedback(txn_type, worker_set);
10

11 void update_weight(E: epoch id){ // Sec.3.3.1
12 TP(E) =

∑n−1
i=0 tpi

13 ~hall =
∑n−1

i=0
~hi ×tpi / TP(E)

14 if ( E == 0 || TP(E) < (1-c) × TP(E-1) )

15 update ~W based on ~hall // normalization

16 next_epoch(): clear tpi and ~hi
17 }
18

19 void update_steering(~w){ // Sec.3.3.2
20 g_groups = [] // the indexes of guideline groups

21 for weight in sorted ~W { // from the highest
22 new_group = weight.index;
23 if no_affinity(new_group, g_groups)
24 g_groups.append(new_group);
25 if (g_groups.size() == n) break;
26 }
27 update steering vectors based on g_groups
28 }

Listing 1: The feedback interfaces and algorithms.

scheduler’s states based on the feedback. Listing 1 shows
the feedback interfaces and the algorithms for translating the
feedback into the states needed by the scheduler.

3.3.1 Hotness feedback

We define the keys that cause contention frequently as the
hotspots in the transaction system, instead of the keys that
are accessed frequently. The hotspots keep changing over
time. AlNiCo requires the software to identify the hotspots in
real-time and update the weight vector correspondingly.
Hotness feedback interface. We provide a hotness feedback
interface as shown in Lines 1-3. Each worker increases the
hotness of a key in its exclusive hotness vector (~hi) without
any coordination with other workers. Different concurrency
control protocols invoke the interface in different situations,
and we divide them into two cases based on the way they
address the contention. First, with OCC and the 2PL that
avoids deadlock by wait-free algorithms, transactions might
get aborted and re-executed. The worker increases the hotness
of the record that causes the abort. Second, with the 2PL
that holds locks sequentially to avoid deadlock, transactions
might be blocked while trying to acquire a lock. Every time a
transaction retries acquiring the lock of a record, the worker
increases the corresponding hotness.
How to update the weight vector. AlNiCo employs an
epoch-based updating approach. The analyzer thread collects
these hotness vectors at the end of each epoch. Further, each
worker measures its throughput (tpi). Then, as shown in Line
13, the analyzer calculates the weighted average (based on
tpi) of workers’ hotness vectors as the global hotness vector
( ~hall) and uses it to update the weight vector (Line 15).

When to update the weight vector. AlNiCo updates the
weight vector only when the real hotspots change. When the
system is cold-started (e.g., in epoch 0), requests are randomly
scheduled, and therefore ~hall can reflect the real hotspots.
However, when the system is stable, due to AlNiCo’s effective
scheduling mechanism, those hot keys detected right after the
cold start no longer cause contention, and their degrees of
hotness is low in the new ~hall. In this case, ~W should remain
unchanged to keep the scheduler effective.

The software uses throughput decreases or abort rate in-
creases as the signal of the hotspot changes. Line 14 shows
how to detect changes in hotspots. In this algorithm, we use
the throughput (TP) decreases as the signal. If the throughput
decreases significantly, i.e., TP drops by more than a factor of
c, AlNiCo will store ~hall in a state buffer that can be read by
the NIC via DMA.

When the workload is read-intensive, workers increase the
hotness every time a record is read. The analyzer simply
ignores the workload change signal and always updates the
weight vector at the end of epochs. In this way, AlNiCo helps
worker threads to better leverage cache locality.

3.3.2 Affinity feedback

A contention-aware scheduler not only schedules conflicting
transactions to the same workers but also schedules trans-
actions without contention to different workers to make all
workers busy. To this end, AlNiCo introduces the steering
vectors ( ~sw) to guide the scheduler. As shown in the formula
in §3.2.4, only if the element in a worker’s steering vector
( ~swi ) is 1, the corresponding element in its feature vector ( ~fwi

)
is valid. The key idea is to select n (i.e., worker count) guide-
line groups that have the highest weights and do not have
affinities with each other. AlNiCo assigns different guideline
groups to different workers to achieve the aforementioned
goal. Each worker’s steering vector consists of 1-s for its
assigned guideline group and all non-guideline groups by de-
fault. For other guideline groups, the corresponding element
in the steering vector is 0. In this way, the worker will steer
transactions accessing its guideline group. Therefore, in a
running system, the feature vector of a worker represents the
groups that have affinities with the worker’s guideline group.
Affinity feedback interface. To find the n guideline groups,
AlNiCo needs the affinity characteristics of workloads. We
provide the affinity feedback interface (Lines 5-7) that allows
users to offer the affinity hint for different workloads.
How to update the steering vectors. As shown in Lines 19-
28, the analyzer thread first sorts all groups according to their
weights and enumerates them from the group with the highest
weight. Then, the analyzer thread checks whether the group
has an affinity with the already found guideline groups. If
there is no affinity between them, the group will be labeled as
a new guideline group.
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3.3.3 Reserving workers for long-running transactions

In real-world workloads, some transactions take a long time to
finish (e.g., analytical transactions) and block the transactions
assigned to the same worker (i.e., head-of-line blocking). For
example, a Delivery transaction accesses about 10 times more
keys than a New-order transaction. We reserve some workers
to handle these long-running transactions, which is similar to
the size-aware request scheduling mechanism [39, 40]. We
provide an interface to set the worker set for different types
of transactions. Our design only sets the worker-set table
on the system startup for workloads that have long-running
transactions.

4 Implementation
We implement AlNiCo on an Innova-2 SmartNIC [8] and use
STO [41], a state-of-the-art transaction processing framework,
as the backend transaction processing module.
The scheduler on the FPGA. We implement two fundamen-
tal drivers for SmartNICs: a PeerDirect driver [42,43] to build
peer-to-peer communication between the NIC ASIC and the
FPGA, and a DMA driver [44] to connect the FPGA and the
host. Innova-2 holds a Xilinx KU15P FPGA. In our implemen-
tation, the feature vector length L is 512, and we encode read-
/write modes to the same bit to save feature space. The clock
frequency is 250MHz. With these configurations, AlNiCo con-
sumes 54 cycles for each request to make the scheduling deci-
sion. AlNiCo updates global states every 1024 requests (every
22ms) in the background, consuming 1184 cycles. Therefore,
we set the epoch size for gathering the feedback in software to
20ms. The implementation consumes 159K (30.48%) LUTs,
157K (15.10%) FFs, and 678.5 (68.95%) BRAMs. We evalu-
ate the computation cycles and resource usage with different
feature vector lengths in §5.6.
The transaction processing module on the host. We choose
STO as our backend transaction processing module because it
implements various CC protocols in the same framework and
is high-performance. To use STO, we locate the contention
handling function in the framework and then add feedback
interface codes to these functions. The parameters of this
feedback interface are the records that triggered the contention
handling function. On the client side, we do not modify the
original request format of the stored procedure, and we only
add the field for the feature vector in the request header. We
use the following four concurrency control (CC) protocols in
the STO framework:
• OCC: it is based on Silo [45], which avoids allocating

global timestamps to improve multi-core scalability.
• TicToc [46]: it is an OCC variant that assigns commit times-

tamps dynamically according to read/write set.
• MVCC: it is based on Cicada [47], which optimizes the

management of the timestamps and multi-version values.
• 2PL [48, 49]: it uses NO_WAIT to avoid deadlock; when a

transaction fails to acquire a lock, it immediately aborts.

All four concurrency control protocols run at the serializable
isolation level. The table indexes use Masstree [50], which
supports range queries.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate AlNiCo under various workloads and seek to
answer the following five questions:
1. How does AlNiCo perform compared with existing trans-

action scheduling methods (§5.2)?
2. How does AlNiCo react to dynamic workloads (§5.3)?
3. Why are SmartNICs necessary for the contention-aware

request scheduling (§5.4) ?
4. How compatible is AlNiCo with various concurrency con-

trol protocols (§5.5) ?
5. What are the overhead and the limitation incurred by the

on-NIC scheduler in AlNiCo (§5.6)?

5.1 Experimental Setup

Experimental environment. We run all experiments on three
machines, one as the server and two as clients.
Hardware settings. Each machine is equipped with two 12-
core Xeon E5-2650 v4 2.20GHz CPU sockets, PCIe 3.0 inter-
faces, and memory of 128GB. The database server is equipped
with a dual-port 25Gbps Innova-2 SmartNIC. Each client is
equipped with one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC. They
are connected by a 100Gbps Mellanox switch.
Software settings. Each client thread issues up to 4 transac-
tion requests simultaneously (i.e., the queue depth is 4). We
adjust the number of clients and the number of asynchronous
requests per client to change the test pressure. The server uses
20 cores for worker threads, 2 cores for long-running trans-
actions in TPC-C workloads, and one core for the analyzer
thread and performance measurement. For a fair comparison,
the competitors use the RDMA-based RPC with optimiza-
tions from previous RDMA systems [51–58], and only use
the normal ASIC part of the Innova-2 NIC. We evaluate the
performance of this RPC against our scheduling-enable RPC
in §5.6.

Workloads. We use the following benchmarks:
TPC-C [6] simulates the activity of a wholesale supplier with
five types of transactions. We use the full-mix TPC-C. AlNiCo
reserves two cores for the long-running delivery transactions.
YCSB-T is a transactional extension of YCSB, which is a
popular KV store benchmark [59]. It has 20 tables as many as
the worker threads, and the key space is 100M. Each record
contains an 8-byte key and a 384-byte value [39, 60]. Each
transaction accesses 16 records in a single table, and the keys
are generated according to the Zipf distribution (θ=0.99).
YCSB-HOT is a dynamic workload based on YCSB-T. Dif-
ferent from YCSB-T, it has 100 tables, and 20 tables are hot
at one time. The hot tables are changed every two seconds to
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Figure 5: Throughput. The wh in TPC-C is the number of warehouses, (a): the low-contention workload, (b): the skewed
workload under Zipf θ=0.99, (c): the high-contention workload. The w in YCSB is the percentage of write operations.

simulate the changes in time-varying applications. Keys are
generated according to the Zipf distribution (θ=1.2).
Competitors. We compare AlNiCo with five systems: a base-
line system without scheduling, two systems using existing
scheduling methods, and two CPU-based versions of AlNiCo.
NetSTO is a baseline system in which clients randomly select
a worker to send transaction requests without scheduling.
StaticPart is a system using the static data partitioning method.
For TPC-C workloads, StaticPart partitions data based on the
warehouse ID [12]. For YCSB-T and YCSB-HOT workloads,
StaticPart partitions data based on the ID of tables.
Strife [21] is a system using the batching-based method. The
batch size is 10K, and the batch waiting time is 5ms, the same
configuration as in Strife’s paper. To support batching, the
queue depth in clients is 1K.
AlNiCo-CPU-2 is a CPU-based version of AlNiCo, which
reserves two dedicated threads to execute the scheduling logic.
Each scheduler thread connects to half of the clients and
communicates with the workers through separated message
queues. The worker/global states are shared by the scheduler
threads and updated with atomic operations.
AlNiCo-CPU-N is the other CPU-based version of AlNiCo. It
co-locates the worker logic and scheduler logic in each thread,
where they multiplex the CPU resource. All threads share
the worker/global states. The client connections are evenly
distributed among threads. Each thread can make scheduling
decisions and delegate requests to others as a scheduler.

5.2 Overall Performance
We first evaluate the peak throughput of NetSTO, StaticPart,
Strife, and AlNiCo with various workloads in Figure 5. Then
we evaluate the latency of different types of transactions under
TPC-C by varying request pressure in Figure 6.
Throughput under TPC-C. We evaluate TPC-C under dif-
ferent levels of contention by varying the number of ware-
houses. We set the warehouse count to 20 and 2 to simulate
low-contention and high-contention scenarios. We also in-
troduce a skewed TPC-C, which has 20 warehouses. In this
skewed TPC-C, clients select the warehouse according to the
Zipf distribution with θ = 0.99. In StaticPart, when the ware-
house count is equal to the worker count (20), each worker
manages an exclusive warehouse, and when the warehouse

count is 2, every 10 workers manage a warehouse. For a
fair comparison, StaticPart, Strife, and AlNiCo all reserve 2
worker threads for long-running transactions. Figure 5 (a)-(c)
show the throughput of TPC-C under these configurations,
and we have the following two observations.

First, in the low-contention workloads (Figure 5 (a)), Stat-
icPart has the highest throughput, outperforming NetSTO,
Strife, and AlNiCo by 1.30×, 1.11×, and 1.06×, respectively.
This is because only 10% of the transactions are cross-
warehouse transactions, and the warehouse count is the same
as the worker count, which is a good case for the static data
partition method. The transaction grouping algorithm in Strife
and the feedback mechanism in AlNiCo cost the CPU re-
sources that are originally used for transaction execution. In
the skewed workloads (Figure 5 (b)), the throughput of Stat-
icPart is only 47% of NetSTO. This is because clients access
hot warehouses while the data partition in StaticPart is static,
which results in load imbalance.

Second, in the high-contention workloads (Figure 5 (c)),
1) AlNiCo improves throughput by 2.46× compared with
NetSTO. This is because the contention-aware scheduling
reduces the contention between the running transactions and
saves the CPU resources to execute more transactions. 2) The
throughput of AlNiCo is 2.41× higher than StaticPart. This is
because the workload is not partitionable and there is still a
lot of contention between concurrent transactions.
Throughput under YCSB-T. Figure 5 (d)-(f) show the
throughput under YCSB-T with different read/write ratios.
We have the following two new observations.

First, all scheduling methods do not have benefits under
the read-intensive workload (Figure 5 (d)). This is because
1) there is less contention for read-intensive transactions; 2)
the throughput of this workload is bound by the bandwidth of
the NIC (i.e., 50Gbps); 1Mops/s throughput in this workload
requires about 45.6Gbps outbound bandwidth to transmit data.

Second, the highest throughput of write-intensive work-
loads (Figure 5 (f)) is bound by the NIC in AlNiCo. However,
NetSTO can not use the full bandwidth because this workload
causes more contention (especially the write-write contention)
than the read-intensive one.
Latency under TPC-C. We evaluate the latency distribution
for New-order transactions and Delivery transactions (long-
running) with varying throughput. Figure 6 shows the median
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Figure 6: Latency of New-order and Delivery transactions
under TPC-C (2 warehouses).

(P50) and 99th percentile (P99) latency, and we have the
following two observations.

First, as shown in Figure 6, when the throughput is low, the
median latency of New-order in AlNiCo (24.1µs) is higher
than that in NetSTO (23.6µs). This is because the requests
in AlNiCo have extra latency for scheduling logic and two
extra PCIe communication latency for the off-path Smart-
NICs. As the throughput increases, the New-order median
latency in AlNiCo is lower than NetSTO because the reserv-
ing worker threads for long-running transactions prevent them
from blocking other normal transactions.

Second, in NetSTO, before the throughput reaches the peak,
the latency increases faster than in AlNiCo. This is because
the contention blocks transactions or causes them to retry, in-
creasing the latency of the running transactions and blocking
subsequent requests. Under a similar throughput of AlNiCo
(0.78Mops/s) and NetSTO (0.71Mops/s), AlNiCo reduces the
median latency of New-order from 51.8µs to 26.5µs.

In addition, median and P99 latency in Strife exceed 7ms,
larger than the batch waiting time (5ms). In Strife, the median
latency of New-order is between 7.00ms and 19.92ms, and
the P99 latency is between 12.54ms and 25.18ms, which are
not plotted in the figure to avoid obscuring other results. This
is because the end-to-end latency includes the network stack
latency, the batch time, the transaction grouping time, and
the transaction execution time. AlNiCo does not sacrifice the
request latency: at the peak throughput, the P99 tail latency
of the New-order transaction is no more than 1.17ms, and the
median latency is only 72.7µs.

5.3 Dynamic Workloads

We evaluate AlNiCo’s ability to adapt to dynamic workloads
by changing the hot tables in YCSB-HOT. We run YCSB-
HOT with a 50/50 read/write ratio.

Figure 7 shows the throughput over time, from which we
have the following three observations.
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Figure 7: YCSB-HOT throughput over time. Hot tables
change every 2s; measuring the throughput every 10ms.

First, AlNiCo takes about 150ms to adapt to the changes
of hot tables. At the beginning of changes, the throughput
drops to the lowest point, even worse than NetSTO. This
is because the weight vector fails to reflect the conflicting
hotspots in the new hot tables. The steering vectors based
on the historical hotspots can not guide the scheduling. Be-
fore adjusting the scheduler to fit the new workloads, AlNiCo
suffers performance jitters. This is because the feedback in
AlNiCo reflects the workload characteristics over time, and
it takes a while to make the characteristics of old hot tables
fade away. Second, Strife reacts more quickly to dynamic
workloads without experiencing throughput degradation. This
is because the results of transaction grouping in Strife are
based on the information in a batch and do not rely on the
historical information of the workloads. However, the medi-
an/P99 latency (at the peak throughput) of AlNiCo and Strife
are 72.6us/1.66ms and 12.21ms/15.23ms, respectively. This is
because Strife introduces extra latency due to batching. Third,
StaticPart performs worse than NetSTO and varies with the
workload changes. This is because the hot tables cause the
load imbalance problem in this static data partition method.

In summary, according to §5.2 and §5.3, the static data
partition methods are the best for the partitionable work-
loads, but they can not handle skewed or dynamic workloads.
The batching-based scheduling methods can handle various
workloads, but they introduce orders of magnitude higher la-
tency for requests. Thanks to SmartNICs, AlNiCo can handle
skewed or dynamic workloads with low latency.

5.4 Comparison with CPU-based AlNiCo
We demonstrate the necessity of SmartNIC-accelerated design
for contention-aware scheduling by comparing it with two
versions of CPU-based AlNiCo.

Figure 8 shows the throughput of CPU-based AlNiCo with
varying worker thread count. The workload is TPC-C with 2
warehouses. We have the following three observations.

First, AlNiCo-CPU-2 brings an improvement in throughput
when the worker thread count is small. However, with more
worker threads, the performance decreases. This is because
two scheduler threads have limited computing resources, and
the scheduling complexity increases linearly with the number
of worker threads. As a result, the CPU can not accelerate the
scheduling computation.
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Figure 8: TPC-C (2 warehouses) throughput with four dif-
ferent concurrency control protocols.

Second, AlNiCo-CPU-N is not as good as AlNiCo-CPU-2
when the worker thread count is small because the scheduling
consumes the workers’ resources. It improves the throughput
compared with NetSTO because its scheduling overhead is
less than the overhead for transaction aborts/blocking. More-
over, its throughput is scalable with the thread count because
the resources for the scheduler increase linearly with the
thread count.

Third, the improvement of the AlNiCo-CPU-N version is
small. The throughput of the scheduler itself is not the bottle-
neck in AlNiCo-CPU-N, but it can not enjoy the acceleration
of the FPGA. The scheduling logic costs lots of CPU re-
sources. AlNiCo speeds up individual request scheduling by
fine-grained parallel computation, and the computation of
multiple requests is pipelined. These provide higher perfor-
mance with less CPU resource cost.

5.5 Generality of AlNiCo

We demonstrate the generality of AlNiCo by changing the
concurrency control protocols in STO. Figure 8 shows the
throughput with varying worker thread count and the four
CC protocols described in §4. The workload is TPC-C with
2 warehouses. Note that, since the 2PL implementation in
STO has performance abnormalities under full-mix TPC-C,
we only evaluate the New-order transactions for 2PL (Fig-
ure 8 (d)). Comparing AlNiCo with NetSTO, we have two
observations:

First, AlNiCo brings performance improvement for these
4 CC protocols. With 20 workers, AlNiCo improves the
throughput by 2.45× (OCC), 1.77× (TicToc), 2.45× (MVCC),
and 2.28× (2PL), respectively. This is because AlNiCo pro-
vides a generalized hotness feedback interface and affinity
feedback interface to generate the worker states and global
states. The feedback mechanism in AlNiCo is generalized for
various concurrency control protocols.
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Figure 9: RPC throughput (a) and median latency (b) with
varying request sizes.

L=128 L=256 L=512 L=1K L=4K

Accuracy
rate

TPC-C 22.7% 36.7% 59.8% 85.5% 99.9%
YCSB-T 5.2% 6.5% 9.9% 28.4% 84.4%

YCSB-HOT 17.6% 20.7% 29.4% 42.7% 79.8%
Computation cycles 37 37 54 101 N/A
BRAM/LUT/FF(%) 6/2/9 10/3/11 16/5/16 30/10/26 N/A

Table 3: The trade-off of feature vector length L.

Second, 2PL performance is worse than other protocols.
This is because 2PL needs to write shared memory to acquire
the read lock, while the weakness of OCC’s high rollback
overhead is negligible in the in-memory system. MVCC has
the extra overhead of maintaining version information, so it
has lower overall throughput than OCC and TicToc.

5.6 Overhead and Limitation
We evaluate the overhead of AlNiCo and discuss its limitation.
Overhead of clients. The client specifies the request feature
vector when serializing a transaction into a network message.
It takes about 23ns for each key in the transaction parameters.
Overhead of SmartNICs. Figure 9 shows the performance
of RDMA-RPC and AlNiCo under a micro-benchmark, where
the server sends an 8-byte reply to clients immediately as soon
as receiving a request. When the request is less than 2KB, the
IOPS and latency are limited by the on-NIC scheduler. This
is because AlNiCo needs extra bandwidth to send the fea-
ture vector, and the off-path SmartNIC introduces additional
latency.
Overhead of server feedback. The evaluation shows that
AlNiCo uses only 1.2% of the CPU resources for the software
feedback since the FPGA completes most computations for
scheduling. However, the CPU-based AlNiCo (AlNiCo-CPU-
N version) takes 27.7% of the CPU resources (i.e., scheduling
overhead) to make scheduling decisions, which overshadows
the scheduling benefits. This illustrates the need for using
SmartNICs to reduce scheduling overhead.
The trade-off of feature vector length L. Table 3 shows the
trade-off for choosing the feature vector length L, where the
accuracy rate means the proportion of keys detected as the con-
tention that are truly contention. We have two observations.
First, a larger feature vector length L improves the accuracy
rate because it reduces mapping collisions in features. Second,
the scheduler IP core in AlNiCo requires more computation
cycles and FPGA resources, and they increase linearly with
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Figure 10: YCSB-T (W:50) throughput (a) and contention
detection accuracy rate (b) with varying θ.

the feature vector length L. The theoretical maximum of L is
limited by BRAM resources that are used to receive request
feature vectors and store scheduler runtime states. We can sac-
rifice computation optimization or use on-NIC DDR4 (8GB
in Innova-2) as storage resources to support a larger L.
Limitation. Based on all experiments in this section, we dis-
cuss the following two limitations. 1) AlNiCo can not improve
the performance of uniform workloads. Figure 10 shows the
throughput and the accuracy rate of contention detection with
different θ under YCSB-T(W:50%). We observe that only
when θ is higher than 0.8, the feature vectors can reflect the
contention between requests. This is because, with the more
skewed access pattern, the mapping collisions are fewer, and
the weights of groups are more distinguishing. 2) AlNiCo
can not improve the performance of the workloads whose
throughput is limited by the NIC bandwidth. We focus on
workloads whose throughput is limited by contention because
AlNiCo consumes additional bandwidth for feature vectors.

6 Related Work

In-network scheduling. There have been intensive evolu-
tion efforts in application layer network scheduling, focusing
on core affinity, load balance, head-of-line blocking, and in-
network transaction coordination.
Core affinity. RSS [25] and FlowDirector [26] dispatch pack-
ets based on hashing header fields. MICA [23] uses RSS
to assign single-key KV requests to cores based on the key
hash partitioning for object-level core affinity. RSS++ [61]
achieves dynamic load balance by RSS indirection and
supports stateful flow migration by optimizing state trans-
fers among cores. Different from them, AlNiCo focuses on
contention-aware scheduling for transaction requests.
Load balance. Recent studies [62–64] achieve µs-scale SLOs
through dynamic core scheduling or request scheduling.
Humphries et al. [27] offload Shinjuku [64] to SmartNICs.
RPCValet [28] and R2P2 [65] dispatch stateless RPC by
emulating the theoretically optimal single-queue schedul-
ing policy on NICs and programmable switches, respectively.
RackSched [66] is a rack-level service scheduler with two-
layer (i.e., inter/intra-server) scheduling.
Head-of-line blocking. In Minos [39] and DARC [40], KV
requests for records of different sizes go to different cores to
avoid blocking small requests by long-running requests.

In-network transaction coordination. Recent work offloads
the transaction coordination to programmable switches [67–
69] and client-side SmartNICs [70] to reduce the network
overhead of distributed transactions. AlNiCo focuses on
scheduling single-machine transactions to different CPU
cores.
Transaction scheduling. Recent work for transaction pro-
cessing can be categorized into inter-transaction scheduling
and intra-transaction scheduling. AlNiCo focuses on inter-
transaction scheduling, which schedules each entire transac-
tion to the most appropriate CPU core.
Inter-transaction scheduling. The common principle of
batching-based scheduling methods is to make each group al-
most conflict-free, and they differ in the approaches to residual
conflicts. Calvin [71], LADS [19], and QueCC [18] keep track
of the dependencies between transaction groups and wait for
the completion of dependent transactions. Ding et al. [20]
present a method that retries conflicting transactions at a
higher priority in the next batch. Further, Jepsen et al. [15,16]
use a programmable switch to triage transactions belonging
to different static data partitions before sending them to the
database server.
Intra-transaction scheduling. A series of studies use strategies
including tracking transaction dependencies [72], exploring
the operation commutability [73], reading values from the
write buffer [20], and releasing the lock in advance [74] to
schedule each read/write operation. Polyjuice [75] uses ma-
chine learning models to specify different execution policies
for each operation. Moreover, some studies focus on the order
of locks; QURO [76] allows transactions that are more likely
to block the system to hold locks, while Chiller [77] changes
the lock order to reduce the locking time of hot records. Their
intra-transaction scheduling is complementary to AlNiCo.

7 Conclusion
This paper presents AlNiCo, a transaction system that lever-
ages SmartNICs to intelligently schedule incoming trans-
action requests to CPU cores, minimizing contention with
low latency. AlNiCo describes the contention in a hardware-
friendly manner so that specialized hardware can efficiently
make scheduling decisions, and co-designs hardware and soft-
ware to enable flexible and adaptive scheduling. Evaluation
with real hardware (Innova-2) shows that AlNiCo reduces the
contention between the running transactions and significantly
improves performance.
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